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ABSTRACT
Rapid evolution of technologies has driven revolutionary changes in
architecture allowing architects to go beyond what was formerly impossible. Today's
common practice involves designing and building complex-shaped geometries and
invention-propelled architecture, hence the use of novel technologies and advanced
machinery is a must to sustain and support the ongoing creative evolution. Standard
production slowly adjusts to the needs of modern architecture, but the major
challenges of innovative projects still reside in custom fabrication and its flexibility.
Systematic exploration of common production methods can enhance the spectrum of
its capabilities, which leads towards simplification and cost reduction of the building
processes.
1. Using robotics may allow us to form otherwise highly costly and timeconsuming elements. The precedent, this thesis builds on, is therefore the use of
commonly available and cheap materials - such as expanded metal meshes.
In terms of machinery this research pursues the urge of avoiding specialized
equipment, that is not spread world-wide. In contrast to a technology-based
investigation, this thesis tries to utilize the industrial robotic arm available at the
facility of the College of Architecture at TTU and adjust/program it to work for a
specified task. The typological goal was to adapt the robot to be suited for the
fabrication of non-standard geometries - for instance doubly curved facade panels or
similar uncommon architectural elements.
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Conducted research resulted in a program (grasshopper 1 code) capable of
0F

analyzing given 3-dimensional geometries, identifying main characteristics of given
shape and defining machining tool-paths for the robotic arm accordingly.
2. The second part focuses on achieving a coherent surface panel through a
process of electro-accretion of minerals on the metal mesh. Deposition of limestone
during the Biorock electrolysis is a verified and patented principal, originally invented
by professor Wolf Hilbertz at the UT Austin. Nevertheless there are factors that have
to be improved to maintain the feasible nature of the experiment. The time factor is
an especially big push back, therefore my research focuses on variables that may
speed up the process. Other questions are the cost and ecology. Instead of using
toxic lead, my idea was to substitute the anode for iron.

1

Grasshopper is a plugin for McNeel's 3D modelling software Rhinoceros made by David Rutten
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CHAPTER 1
MANUFACTURING
1.1 Research outline
An industrial robotic arm has been bolstering up its status and lately it
became rather a frequent tool of current manufacturers as well as fabrication utility
at many universities. Its growing numbers make it ideal as a cost-efficient time-saving
approach to fabricating complex geometries and non-standard forms. Availability and
efficiency are a few of important reasons why many of emerging construction
methods negatively affect popularity of nonstandard architecture. Improvement in
manufacturing procedures that would make nonstandard geometries as available as
standard, could lay pressure on conformist approaches to building as it would
become its true competition. Accuracy and complexity surely have been capabilities
that were in favor of CAD/CAM and Rapid Prototyping since digital fabrication's
invention.
Facing the facts, population growth in the upcoming years, which our planet
can hardly put up with, the topic of sustainability, ecology and recycling becomes
increasingly relevant.
Natural building processes could be a great inspiration for designing lowimprint architecture as nature itself is the most efficient constructer. Looking for
alternatives to the single most often used material in the world - concrete - led me to
a 30 year old research conducted at the UT Austin by Professor Wolf Hilbertz. His
research goal was to investigate potentials of mimicking coral reefs to form a
contemporary building material. This so called Biorock® program in its relation to
architecture has been abandoned by the founding company despite promising
research results. Limestone-steel composite created by Hilbertz through electrolysis
of seawater showed 3 times better strength properties than conventional concrete,
1
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but the major problem of his production scheme was the time frame. Biorock
growing process deposits 1-2 centimeters of limestone on the electrode (rebar,
remesh, mesh) per year.
Fusing the electrifying energy of robotics with the stabilizing environmental
materiality of Biorock, my research introduces a unique combination of custom
robotic fabrication with sustainable materiality.

Fig. 1.1 An example of original thesis goals. Custom made end effector, that enables rod bending, assembly
combined with welding in order to achieve advanced 3-dimensional architectural geometries.

2
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1.2 Vision and reality, now and then
The more advanced the technology, the cheaper it is to introduce
variation in output. We can safely predict, therefore, that when the
construction industry catches up with manufacture in technological
sophistication, gas stations, airports and hotels, as well as supermarkets,
will stop looking as if they had been poured from the same mold.
Uniformity will give way to diversity. 2
1F

The architectural forms have evolved from dominantly orthogonal and boxshaped in the 19th and the first half of the 20th century to a freeform and complexshaped at the end of the 20th and beginning of the 21st century. There were many
reasons associated with these gradual changes. One of them could have been
growing population (population has tripled since 19th century) that goes along with a
tendency to condense cities.
Urbanization drove the immense development of the cities in the recent past.
Great amounts of construction brought not only unified quantity of buildings, but
also a great variety of approaches, design and functional ideas. The urban mass of
the International Style and modernist buildings lead the society to a demand for
iconic expressions that would stand out of the crowd. The need to differentiate in
combination with step by step advances in fabrication helped to trigger the creative
minds of architects and engineers and it resulted in non-orthogonality and
unconventionality.
Monotone repetition of elements in prismatic layouts were replaced by nonstandard forms formerly not frequent in architecture, such as meshes, shells,
hyperbolic surfaces, aerodynamic shapes with corresponding structural systems and

2

Alvin Toffler (author of Future Shock 1965)
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surface/volume subdivisions that have introduced advanced geometrical relations to
3-dimensional shape and given environment.
Development level of engineering and construction has always been a limiting
factor for architectural complexity and thus along with its advances architecture
grows as well. One of the engineering inventions that has revolutionized architectural
design and that has widened the range of possibilities for a designer was invention of
the keystone and vaults. With vaults architecture acquired a new tool for spanning
larger distances. Similar effect had the introduction of the Flying Buttress in 12th
century Europe which allowed for narrowing down of otherwise enormous walls of
Romanesque historical era. This change has prefigured the rise of the Gothic
architecture with great vaulted ceilings and large window openings.
These inventions "added words to architect's vocabulary" rather than
immediately transforming the field. Architecture is like a language, that evolves
under changing circumstances. It retains its expressions, but it can change the form.
Original statements are still viable, but they are less common and less preferred as
they are considered a step back. Now when looking back at the traditional 20th
century design one has to take in account the engineering-based restrictions that
directly influenced the appearance to schemes that could render the structure as a
2D force systems. The 21st century provides architects with a new word set, that
expands the thinkable area, or more precisely, it is slowly converging the creative
vision or dreams and buildable reality.

4
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Fig. 1.2

Google search, keyword "contemporary architecture"

1.3 Contemporary Architecture
The above discussed shift in contemporary architecture may be best depicted
in actual buildings and design studio's projects. The way today's architects grasp the
topic of their project and the way they tend to design is varying immensely, some
prefer to stick to conventional functionalist ideal of architecture with a benefit of
easing up the process through modern technologies - BIM (building information
modeling) and advanced construction machinery. This group of architects remains
dominating the scene of our habitat and thus the more we recognize the exceptions.
The other group aims on deeper exploration of current potentials and investigates
new forms and paths.
There is a several studios that run experimental practice among which one
can identify the emerging design directions. Most of their projects are located in
Middle Eastern and Asian cities, where there's currently deployed the most capital
and where reside the wealthiest people of our planet. This is an important factor for
any innovative development - the investors and sponsors. Majority of the projects
5
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classified as progressive or nonstandard is still quite expensive to be put into practice
as it usually requires a lot of time for research and experimentation as well as highly
sophisticated equipment and educated manpower. Therefore an input of an
enlightened supporter is inevitable for the success of the venture.
Besides a determined client there are also architectural competitions, which
offer a great opportunity for the unconventional projects to be realized, because
usually a professional committee decides about the winner based on the quality of
the project. Such studios as Zaha Hadid, Frank Gehry or Renzo Piano has proved that
the most iconic buildings in the world does not have to be locked in the old paradigm
of perpendicular walls. On the contrary.

1.4 References
One of the interesting projects that shows the imagination capacity of the
architect materialized predominantly because of the power of the computational
software and digital fabrication is a project by Frank Gehry Studio - Marqués de
Riscal Vineyard Hotel in Elciego, Spain.

Fig. 1.3

Marques de Riscal Vineyard Hotel, El Ciego, Spain, 2006, Gehry Partners

This project features intricate flowing facade made of titanium and stainless
steel panels. The geometry comprises a few intertwining "strips" that create intense
6
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visual effect and provide shade from the sun. The lightness that resembles paper-like
forms was achieved by translating physical small-scale models to a digital
environment using a software CATIA.

Fig. 1.4

Marques de Riscal Vineyard Hotel, scaffolding, facade detail (right)

The design of the Marques de Riscal Winery Hotel building has been then
tested in various structural analysis software and adjusted according to the results.
Final design was also built in 2/3 scale and used for other functional trials (weather
proofing, fitting parts, aesthetics).
Another example of unorthodox approach to spatial design shows Shigeru
Ban Architects & Jean de Gastines Architectes. Their project Centre Pompidou-Metz,
the second branch of the Paris based art gallery, brought remarkable combination of
prismatic and undulating geometry.

7
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Fig. 1.5 Metz Pompidou, Metz, France, 2009 - Cecil Balmond, Shigeru Ban, Jean de Gastines, Philip
Gumuchdjian, and Arup AGU

Fig. 1.6 Metz Pompidou drawing - Cecil Balmond, Shigeru Ban, Jean de Gastines, Philip Gumuchdjian, and
Arup AGU

Three identical elongated 80 meter long steel containers piled up, organized
around a central vertical communication volume, are veiled by a large canopy. The
gallery boxes penetrate the canopy at intersections thus intensifying the illusion of a
8
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drapery. Waving hexagonal surface of the roof consists of timber structure and
visually unifies the entire work into a cohesive whole.
The structure itself carries a traditional Asian pattern, that is adopted from
woven bamboo hats and baskets. CNC-machined glued and laminated timber (16
kilometers of timber) beams form an irregular curving shell with a top layer of a
white fiber-glass membrane and Teflon coating. The roof members are custom milled
and bent according to a computer 3D model.

Fig. 1.7

Metz Pompidou, interior

9
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Next example displays a build project by former Archigram member Peter
Cook and Colin Fournier. Kunsthaus Graz, in the southern part of Austria, has
become city's landmark shortly after it was constructed in 2003. This exhibition
center is characterized by a visually memorable design, that resembles a shape of a
body organ. Designing a bio-morphous building leads inevitably to a round exterior
appearance, a blob, which requires a sophisticated geometrical solution.

Fig. 1.8

Kunsthaus Graz, Peter Cook and Colin Fournier / LMJ Graz

The skin of Kunsthaus Gratz functions as an electronically controlled display,
BIX, a matrix of 930 fluorescent lamps developed by a German architects realities:
united. The facade panels was fabricated out of acrylic glass through a process called
hot forming and it included production of unique moulds for most of the panels. This
building not only helps to showcase art, but it is truly art itself.
The last reference is a recently built project (2014) of Zaha Hadid Studio in
Seoul, South Korea - Dongdaemun Design Plaza. DDP spans over a site with 65
thousand meter square and it lies ina historic district of Seoul which is now known for
its culturally and socially vibrant atmosphere.

10
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Fig. 1.9

Dongdaemun Design Plaza, Seoul, South Korea, 2014 - Zaha Hadid Architects

Fig. 1.10 Dongdaemun Design Plaza, structural model, Arup Consulting and Zaha Hadid Architects

The inner-space of the building conforms to address the needs of a living
organism of the city and to create a new civic space, where people work, meet and
spend their free time. Such a program generated a complex inner relations and
continuity. The spatial and skin design of DDP posed a several challenges to the
responsible team of specialists and designers.
The architectural firm used the latest digital designing tools to make the
project both efficient and precise. Construction management and engineering
coordination have been controlled through a 3-dimensional BIM model, which
11
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ensured the highest quality of performed operations. Digital parametric modeling
combined with geometrical and mathematical optimizations lead to a non-uniform
facade subdivision that ensured feasibility.

Fig. 1.11 Dongdaemun Design Plaza, facade panels classification

Even after the optimization there were 45 thousand facade panels to be
custom formed. Out of these panels 22 thousand panels had doubly curved shapes.
Architects calculated that by using conventional ways of fabricating doubly curved
panels, hydroforming in this case, one would spend $3000 per square meter of the
facade ($7000 per square meter when die casting was used), which would exceed
project's budget several times. An investigation has been launched with a goal to
research a workable system for fabricating facade within given time frame and
assigned cost.

Fig. 1.12 Multi-point stretch forming, Zaha Hadid Architects

12
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Zaha Hadid Architects got inspired in DATAFORM 3, an aircraft manufacturing
2F

project supported by The European Commission. Dataform was an effort to utilize
multi-point forming technique to process sheet metal panels into desired
configurations through use of a height-controlled field of hydraulic presses. Pushing
and pulling the pins of the press up and down created a rough layout of a digitally
designed surface. However, this system had a flaw - it couldn't produce 100% smooth
surfaces, it has been resulting in golf ball-like deformations and additionally the thin
metal sheets wrinkled due to pressure.
The solution that was found by the project team encompassed another
fabrication method - stretch bending, which has solved occasional wrinkling of the
sheet material. The blank metal sheet had to be clamped to a hydraulic frame and
slightly pulled in longitudinal direction. The smoothness imperfection got refined by
inserting a rubber sheet on the metal blank, which has distributed the pressure more
equally.
The cost of fabrication of typical double-curved panels using this new method
was $260 per square meter, which dramatically reduced the overall costs of the
building. In the end this mechanism makes a huge leap towards generally affordable
non-standard architecture, although it still requires specialized equipment to begin
with.
The machinery and tools implemented in this project have been developed
for this specific purpose and thus it is a particular setup and a customized device,
which might be currently unavailable for a common practice. Reducing limitations
and enabling general society to enter the field of non-orthogonal arrangements can
free up minds and provoke a wave of advances in spatial and design perception.
Logical step forward is to create a new system or inspired system, that can stem out

3

from October 2006 to October 2009, DATAFORM Consortium 2009; Society of Automotive Engineers

(SAE) International 2008
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of existing research described in previous paragraphs, but at the same time a system
that would eliminate the need for a customized elaborate devices. The upcoming
investigation shall explore the options of employing common manufacturing tools
and methods for mass production of non-standard geometries.

1.5 Manufacturing methods
Digital era has allowed architects and their ideas to go now more often and
deeper into areas of free-form designing. Although the computer software made
imagining undulating surfaces as easy as traditional boxes, translation to reality
remains a step behind evolution of computers. Nevertheless fabrication progressed
greatly as well. Inventions in the fabrication methods helps architects to avoid
formerly necessary simplifications, that were inevitable when one wanted to build
advanced or complex form. Solutions to complex inquiries are found daily as it was
done in the example of Zaha Hadid's DDP and multi-point stretch forming.
Today there are several ways of making custom shapes for architectural
purposes. Commonly used principles in contemporary practice offer a great variety of
material, technical and technological differences. Some of the principals are direct,
which means that the manufacturing method deals directly with the desired material
without need for a preceding product that conditions feasibility. Direct fabrication
may be further divided into additive, subtractive and morphing (transforming)
category.
The other approach can be described as indirect and it involves additional
materials or gadgets that help to form the final piece, but do not directly participate
in the compound. These additions land into three categories - flexible, reusable and
static. The predominant technique is called molding.
Both major divisions intersect in specific projects and occasionally expand out
of pre-defined boundaries, therefore my succession of text gets sometimes
interrupted and drifts into the other category which as natural as the development of
14
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these technologies itself. My current classification exists and is enforced
predominantly to give reader general outline of options.
1.5.1 Indirect methods
Utilizing reusable moulds (clay or sand molds) lowers the costs as the form
can be used for a set of unique parts. This way of production is usually labor intensive
and it is not universal for all situations.
One of the existing examples of reusable moulds is the Sydney Opera House
(Jorn Utzon, 1973), which was the first project to develop a digitally based approach
to geometric constraints 4. The designers decided to take advantage of universal
3F

similarity of spherical shape and implemented it to the roof design, which allowed
fabricators to apply a mould with the same curvature several times over to produce
concrete members of the structural system.

4

Messent, David. Opera House act one. Balgowlah, N.S.W: David Messent Photography, 1997. Print.
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Fig. 1.13 Sydney Opera House, John Utzon, 1973, top left picture displays structural members, top right built
part of the opera cladding and structure, bottom left image shows spherical shape of the roof and last
photograph depicts the construction in progress

Saint Lazare metro station (Arte Charpentier, 2003) features similar path to
final output. Complex geometry of the lentil was designed in a manner that granted
simplified fabrication due to geometrical similarities. The shape is composed of a
sphere and torus and although it is not clear at the first glance it is rotationally
symmetrical, which justified the reusable molding of glazed panels.
The static mould has been the major fabrication method in the past. Static
molding is known for being materially inefficient, therefore also quite expensive
when it comes to customization. With growing numbers of unique design elements
the price grows along linear. When the piece is finalized the mould material gets
mostly wasted, unless it could be reused on a similar part. Efficient reusing among
static moulds can take place for instance when the facade units share the same
curvature, but differ at boundaries, in other words one surface is a subsurface of the
other (the case of Sydney Opera House).
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Fig. 1.14 Hungerburgbahn station by Zaha Hadid

Static moulds became a privilege of iconic and exclusive projects such as
Kunsthaus Graz (discussed earlier) or glass construction of train station
Hungerburgbahn near Innsbruck (Austria) designed by Zaha Hadid Architects. Usually
made of EPS or PS they feature great accuracy, but also a proportional amount of
waste. The price of the project is then directly affected by the way of its construction,
increased uniqueness of the facade pieces requires larger numbers of custom static
moulds. This concept has been also very frequent in interior and furniture design,
where the mass production and repetition lowers the cost. As a good illustration can
serve making of corian furniture (benches), semi static wooden compound mould
tolerates semi-reusing and the product for the market is made a couple of times.
Molding usually features a layering of a material on the mould, which is not
much invasive method, thus energy efficient, but usually time demanding and that
goes both to the mould and the layering. Die forming or die casting are also instances
of indirect manufacturing, but they both claim more force to form the element into
17
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desired shape and thus they are more related to hard materials such as metals.
Additionally a two-piece die is necessary, a female and male piece designed to
conform to the digital master. Both pieces are pressed from bottom and top to
imprint the geometry.

Fig. 1.15 For fabricating corian panels one can use sectional wooden molds

One of the applications that alters the shape of stock material is Stretch
bending (similar to roller bending, press bending, and these options allow for simple
generic bends without complex variation and only one direction). Stretch bending
processes ideally sheet material, that can resist tension force. The metal blank is
clamped at two sides and then it presses against a custom die to capture the
designed shape. Even in this case would doubly curved geometries cause trouble as
the sheets are usually clamped only in one direction. Nevertheless major issue is still
the need for a custom die for each unique element.
A negative form, die or another type of leading mould is also necessary for a
technique of hydroforming. The designed shape is fabricated by pressing a sheet of
material blank with hydraulic pressure into a rigid mould. This technology was
developed in the 1950s, but even today it endows important advantages for the
industry. For one hydroforming requires only one side of a die without compromising
the surface quality. Analogous to hydroforming is also explosive forming, that
replaces hydraulic pressure with an explosion that delivers required stress.
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The flexible moulds represent the most attractive, yet the most elaborate
category. Flexible mould has more in common with reusable moulds and only a little
with static molds. The sense of inventing flexible moulds is essentially efficiency. As it
was described above, the other two molding options (reusable, static) result either in
a large scope of work or very costly results.
Re-adjustability of this concept brings massive leap into the fabrication of
non-standard geometries, because not only the money is the issue. The previous two
ideas lead into long fabrication periods, which tend to complicate, if not to
terminate, a possible deployment of these technologies. The current building
industry suffers under shortening budgets and short time schedules and being able to
meet the deadline is often valued more than esthetical appeal or novel complexity. In
conclusion a mechanical system that allows its user to specify properties of a desired
product digitally in larger quantities saves up a lot of time and expenses.
Such an invention (a flexible mold) has been discussed and investigated
several times in the past. Among all it was a dream and a research goal of Leonardo
da Vinci. His great desire to make 3-dimensional curved objects more available
remained unanswered until recent projects popped up, represented by research
instances of Membrane mould by University of Technology Eindhoven, FlexiMould by
Boers, the adjustable mould by Rietbergen & Vollers or DATAFORM, later developed
as Multi-point stretch-forming by Zaha Hadid Architects.
All these prototype technologies exploit general idea of molding, which
involves a die or other shape retaining object and some sort of pressing/layering
technique to form material onto. The major goal is to figure out how to change the
shape of the die according to various design. The flexible adjustable element of the
proposed technologies is therefore the key factor that determines success or failure.
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Fig. 1.16 Membrane mould system developed at the University of Technology in Eindhoven, 2009

For example, the prototype fabrication system developed by Arno Pronk in
2009 at the University of Technology in Eindhoven attempts to process plastic panels
via a membrane mold. The membrane stretched out in a frame is set up through
pressing the border with height-adjustable bars. Whenever its frame changes, the
membrane changes along to fit in between, resting in most efficient shape as it is
natural for membrane geometries. This otherwise elegant system has a major
downside, which is the inability to determine the in-between form of a resulting
surface. In the end this lack of control complicates the possibilities of larger surface
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assembly, because it cannot guarantee curvature continuity.

Fig. 1.17 Original patent by Rietbergen and Vollers, 2008, multilevel system of a mould

Another study introduces more complex solution for mass production fo
doubly curved forms. A patent submitted by Rietbergen and Vollers originally
proposed a principal where a gravitational force and plastic deformation (thermo
deformation) caused a sheet of material to mould itself to a predetermined shape
represented by a multi-level structure of a mold. 5 Later the same team continued
4F

improving their research which stemmed into greater flexibility. Their new mould
benefited from using a grid of height-adjustable pins that lead to a broader control
over the shape of elements and also to faster production paste.

Fig. 1.18 Flexible mould by Rietbergen and Vollers, 4 adjustable mould for material testing (right)

5

A method and apparatus for forming a double-curved panel from a flat panel, Daan Rietbergen and

Karel Jan Vollers, 2008
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This method, often called Multi-point forming, though does not appear to be
a flawless for forming of rigid materials such as metal sheets. When a larger force
that causes curving in two directions at a unique point is applied metal sheet tends to
wrinkle or contort in order to preserve its physical properties, thus it is materially
very limiting.
1.5.2 Direct methods
Direct methods of mass-customization of delicate architectural components is
more than anything materially driven. Manufacturing methods depend on machining
methods corresponding with properties of the given material.
Additive manufacturing (AM) represents a vast territory of contemporary
digital fabrication that is characterized by techniques of
layering/stacking/connecting/fusing materials to form a computer defined models.
Stereo-lithography builds up material through a laser-transformed
photopolymer resin. Activating photo-sensitive chemicals with a laser on computer
generated sectional layers of the proposed geometry synthesizes solid plastic 3D
objects.
Another principal utilizing laser is called Laser sintering. This time laser does
not activate fluid substance but a powder. Powder can be made of anything from
plastics, metals, ceramics or glass. The process is otherwise similar, again laser
bounds cross-sections of designed objects by changing their state (powder - solid).
Fused deposition modeling (FDM) explores different property of materials melting. Melting represents a metamorphic state of matter, when a substance
transforms from a solid state to a fluid state. This ability conditions the use of plastics
and metals for extrusive modeling. The material goes through a heated nozzle, where
it liquefies and before it gains back room temperature it gets placed on precise
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coordinates according to CAM 6 software generated code. A common representative
5F

of FDM is 3D printing.

Fig. 1.19 3D printed facade member from the Nematox system, realized on a ConceptLaser system by EOS @
FKM Sintertechnik GmbH

Today the 3D printing stands mostly for small-scale prototyping purposes and
the dominant material used is ABS/PLA plastic. Nevertheless other material options
are gaining on importance because of the wide variety of application. 3D printing has
a potential for producing artificial bone replacements, fabricating delicate machinery
parts, building up living tissue or printing food. Lately there has been drawn big
interest towards printing of large-scale models, including concrete printing of entire
buildings or building parts. Considering the immense precision that FDM delivers and
booming development that makes these technologies cheaper and more available,
additive manufacturing and 3D printing in particular shows a huge promise for the
future of construction industry.
One of the examples of AM is a product by a German research team from the
ConstructionLab in Detmold. Nematox as they call their organic-looking titanium
structural elements is the geometric system of creating individual facade members,

6

Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) is the use of computer software to control machine tools and

related machinery in the manufacturing of workpieces. [source: WIKIPEDIA]
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that claims to change facade construction engineering from perpendicular mullions
and transoms to an organic layout allowed by AM.
Different approach represents superior stone-like structures named D-Shape.
This functional method introduces special 3D printing process that requires only sand
and inorganic binder. Final product is a complex system of construction technology
orchestrated by robots operating 3D printing gadgets. D-Shape brings about a direct
construction of design without intermediaries to avoid mistakes. A straight
translation of CAD to CAM, digital conception to build reality.

Fig. 1.20 D-Shape construction concept, Monolite UK Ltd.

Subtractive fabrication acts on contrary to AM, where the AM layers and adds
the subtractive methods cut out, carve or excavate. This direct mechanism of
manipulating stock material into computer aided design takes important role in
previous chapters, in indirect manufacturing we usually implement moulds made by
CNC machines - milled out foam (EPS/PS) moulds. Subtractions again do depend
greatly on material characteristics - not everything can be physically volumetrically
reduced in a feasible / structurally logical way. The basic difference between additive
and subtractive making is the ability to fabricate complex parts in given timeframe.
Subtractive methods cannot compete with additive when it comes to complexity and
detail, mostly because of the direct relation to Cartesian space (XYZ coordinate)
movement. Existing routing and cutting limits prevent the subtractive machining to
be able to produce hollow parts in a single piece. The question of quantity is where
the subtractive approach wins its points, more similar pieces you make a better
24
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efficiency you can achieve.

Fig. 1.21 Wood-Foam Sandwich Shells: Computer-Aided Manufacturing of Complex Shapes, M. Bechthold

Good example, where CNC subtraction creates a semi-final architectural 3D
piece was invented at the Harvard University by Martin Bechthold. His invention
describes a way of making a new design and manufacturing process for woodsandwich roof shells 7. Thin wood strips and foams are generated by a combination of
6F

subtractive Computer-Numerically-Controlled machining processes and manual
lamination. 8 CNC-milled foam panels become a permanent shuttering when the thin
7F

woods strips are laminated onto it, which avoids material waste usually present
when molding doubly advanced geometries. The entire composite integrates loadbearing capabilities of wood and insulating property of foam to create a sophisticated
facade panel.
Last member of the direct manipulations - morphing represents seemingly
very efficient production mode. The concept of morphing depicts an ideal machine
that takes in a stock/sheet material and manipulates it to mimic a digital model
without unnecessary additions.
Incremental sheet forming represented by single-point forming and die-less
forming are both great examples of simple modification of raw material with an
objective to custom-shape a component. Both utilize a technique similar to
hammering or pressing. In order to achieve the final state of the product an
7

Bechthold, Martin. Innovative Surface Structures. Abingdon [England]: Taylor & Francis, 2008. Print.

8

Wood-Foam Sandwich Shells: Computer-Aided Manufacturing of Complex Shapes, M. Bechthold,

Lightweight Structure in Civil Engineering, Proceedings of the international symposium, Warsaw, 2002
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incremental progression is forced, a round or ball-like tip is attached to a CNC router
or a robotic arm and that end effector follows step-by-step contours until it achieves
the final form. Use of a die or mold in this case is not imperative, but optional. When
the die is bypassed final quality and precision can slightly decrease, but the overall
price can drop drastically, especially in cases of large numbers of uncommon
configurations.

Fig. 1.22 Industrial Robot-Based Incremental Sheet Forming at MTA SZTAKI

Multi-point stretch forming has Similarly, as in project of Rietbergen and
Vollers started with a cloud of flexible bars, but as in die casting positive and negative
against each other. Major inspiration, the DATAFORM 9, was a project subsidized by
8F

the European Commission and it was tasked with finding alternatives to
manufacturing methods for 3D aircraft panels 10. An international team lead a 4 year
9F

9

Digitally Adjustable Tooling for manufacturing of Aircraft panels using multi-point FORMing

methodology; Dr Shizhong Su; 2010
10

Case Study of Mass Customization of Double - Curved Metal Façade Panels Using a New Hybrid

Sheet Metal Processing Technique; Ghang Lee, Ph.D., Seonwoo Kim; 2012
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long research resulting in a series of lectures, technology presented to industry
representatives and licenses and patents issued. In order to avoid discrepancies
present in the prototype of Rietbergen and Vollers, the research team decided to
combine two different technologies - multi-point forming (indirect) and stretch
bending (direct). Additional tension acting on the surface allows for deformations
when stress is applied to specific regions of the material. As the material is deformed
it changes its dimensional properties according to computer-controlled information
resulting in desired curved geometry. In lame terms it is a way of die casting with
flexible moulds.

Fig. 1.23 Multi-point stretch forming + panel cut out + surface finish, Zaha Hadid Architects

All the studied fabrication methods proved to have meaning for development
of double curved or otherwise advanced geometries for construction or architectural
purposes. No matter whether they contributed directly to currently most efficient
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manufacturing technologies, or it was just a progressive step in evolution, but the
important remains, demand for mass customization of 3-dimensional elements
grows every day and there's always going to be space for improvements or new
inventions.
Latest entries of multi-point stretch forming (MSF) and point forming proved
on the practical level, that these techniques can eventually become a solution to a
non-orthogonal geometry. Nevertheless especially in the case of MSF the
technological call for advanced machinery that is not widely available means a strong
draw back. In the fact if there was a similar mechanism, that is operated through
some more convenient device, the field of application would be almost infinite.

1.6 Single-point stretch forming
As a technological fusion was the key factor for developing new feasible
mechanism for doubly curved facade of DDP by Zaha Hadid, one may want to wonder
if such inspiration can generate another successful principal that would allow for
even better results. In the case of MSF (multi-point stretch forming) it was
combination of tension and pressure that resulted in a great simplification,
eventually granting permission to start constructing. Generally, compounds that bind
seemingly contradicting parts bring the biggest benefits - reinforced concrete may be
suitable illustration. This composite profits from great pressure resistivity of concrete
and tension resisting steel reinforcement. Together they form a perfect construction
material that among other advantages is also easy to produce and it has comparable
price. But how to create "concrete of mass-manufacturing"?
This research proposes an efficient approach to mass fabrication of
nonstandard geometries, which is based on use of industrial robotic arm and at the
same time it combines two previously described production techniques - stretch
bending and single-point forming. Resulting hybrid, Single-point stretch forming
(SSF), shall fulfill needs of nonstandard geometries as MSF did. The idea is to put
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tension on a sheet material by clamping frame and then press it with a variable size
of ball pin according to curvature extremes and curvature densities. Instead of
following incremental contours this system proposes to use rough force to reach
geometry's shape. Similarly,, as in the case of die casting, but in a step-by-step
fashion, in the end the arm progresses through the entire shape on given tool path.
Above described technique requires deeper understanding of robotic
technology and geometrical properties of desired architectural shapes. Both aspects
are investigated in the next chapter of this paper.
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CHAPTER 2
ROBOTICS
2.1 Cutting edge
Industrial robots have been in use for about 50 years. In recent years robotic
fabrication lived through its massive boom. Permanently growing automotive
industry is mainly accountable for a rapid quantitative raise in numbers 11.
10F

Fig. 2.1

Cell setup for two robots at the College of Architecture at TTU

Nevertheless Universities, research organizations and specialized construction
companies began purchasing robotic technology in elevated quantities as well.
Greater sales and increased attention has an effect of price reduction and it
encourages market to further develop the technology itself. Better availability gives a
chance to wider society to engage in exploration of this manufacturing device, thus it
is a self-stimulating system.

11

Executive Summary of World Robotics 2014 estimates, that in 2013 automotive industry purchased

69.400 new robots. [source: statistical data of IFR, International Federation of Robotics]
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Today's world operates approximately 1,5 million industrial robots, but this
number is projected to go up. Sales in multipurpose industrial robots has grown from
159.000 machines sold in 2012 to expected 225.000 units in 2015. That means an
increase of 27% against 2013. The main contribution came from China and South
Korea, who's markets evolved the most, about 140.000 machines were sold in this
region. If these two countries added up to 2014 market sales of Japan, United States
and Germany the created compound would represent 75% of worldwide total.

Fig. 2.2 Worldwide annual supply of industrial robots 2005 - 2014, [source: IFR Statistical Department] (data
for 2014 are preliminary)

Industrial robots exist roughly 50 years and over the time they found a way
into many industries, nevertheless the major portion of the total numbers still goes
to automotive industry - it occupies a third of the market. A quarter of all the robots
don't have specified area of operation according to statistics of IFR from 2012, but
the second best result (10%) of electrical and electronic industry signifies the position
of automotive industry even more.
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Most of these robots still perform repetitive/pre-programmed tasks similar to
washing machine, that operates in an open loop system 12 with pre-defined tasks,
11F

that get to be executed at specific time. From the spectrum of robotic tasks the most
frequent is material handling (38% of all industrial robots, 2012), followed by robotic
welding (29%) and robotic assembly (10%).
The use of robotics in the field of architecture is well mapped thanks to an
initiative The International Association for Robots in Architecture 13 (RobArch).
12F

RobArch functions as a creative community that shares ideas, organizes lectures,
workshops and generally educates public and professionals. General idea is to make
industrial robotic arms more available to creative people on all levels of expertise.
RobArch also publishes a map of Robotic centers related to architecture around the
globe.

Fig. 2.3 International Map of Robots in the Creative Industry Maintained by the Association for Robots in
Architecture [source: http://www.robotsinarchitecture.org/map-of-creative-robots]

12

Robotics: Theory and Industrial Application, 2nd Edition; Larry Ross, Stephen Fardo, James

Masterson, and Robert Towers; 2011; ISBN: 978-1-60525-321-3
13

http://www.robotsinarchitecture.org
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There are 64 organizations registered at this webpage, 60% of them are
universities and other academic establishments. All institutions together possess 94
robots (July 31st 2015), out of which there is about 63% Kuka robots. Remaining third
is distributed between ABB (26%), Stäubli (5%) and Fanuc (3%).

2.2

Robotic structures
In robotics there are two basic joint types. These joints combine into kinetic

shapes and thus form robotic structures. First type enables rotational motions rotary joint. The second class works only with linear translations - linear joint. (Fig. 34)

Fig. 2.4

Linear joint delivers straight translations, whereas rotary joins generate circular transformation.

Industrial robots are divided into 6 main categories (Fig. 3-5) based on
variable joint configurations: cartesian robots, cylindrical robots, polar robots, scara
robots, vertically articulated robots and delta robots (not on the picture). Each joint
constellation determines robot's characteristics and purpose. The most commonly
used type of industrial robot is vertically articulated robot.
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Fig. 2.5 Main categories of industrial robots. Red curves symbolize the motion produced by the respective
type of joint.

2.3 Robotic system structure
Industrial robot consists of five vital elements that altogether enable or
moreover coordinate robot's movement. See the figure 3-6.

Fig. 2.6

Robotic system elements.

The controller is the heart of the system - controller via its microprocessor
processes all the information and commands the mechanical system. It is a
responsibility of the controller to read inputs, manage data and translate essential
code to instructions that trigger the movement of the actuator (the robotic arm). A
program that contains information about individual operations is converted into
power impulses that activate the motor/valve in precisely controlled manner to
achieve desired path. The controller is hierarchically structured, information gets
simplified step by step from user input down to more elementary definitions for
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actuator. Actuators are closely related to manipulator. The actuator sets manipulator
in motion. Manipulators are the actual mechanical parts (links and joints) that move
objects, tools or perform otherwise useful tasks. Power is provided by the power
supply depending on instructions from the controller and type of actuator (DC servos,
steppers, pneumatic, hydraulic, etc.). End effector is the far most piece of the robotic
system, it is the part that gets in contact with the subject of an assignment.
User's contribution to the operation is the input data, for instance a design of
geometry for manufacturing. If the objective is to mill out a surface from a foam
stock material, the paths for the end effector are calculated from user's program.
According to the code the actuator's activity is calculated and synchronized at the
controller. Manipulator's motion is then the collective result of various actions. Input
may be inserted via teach pendant or a computer program. Teach pendant may also
directly control robots movement (generally forward kinematics).

2.4 Kinematics
Kinematics in general describe the way things move, it introduces the
hierarchical structure of motion. Each joint depends on a setup of the preceding joint
and any single change in parameter produces unique results.
Kinematics are solved through two basic methods. First principle is called Forward
Kinematics (FK) and from the sound of it, one can assume that solution is going to be
calculated consecutively from the start point to the end point. The variable in this
method is the joint rotations of linked structure.
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Fig. 2.7 2d kinematic chain example (FK), L (length), Θ (angle), P (position), e (end effector position),
illustration by Ming Yao

Starting from the base (0,0) desired transformations are being done on the
following nodes, which creates a singular solution for the end point (end effector).
Nevertheless two different joint setups can end up in the same position of the end
effector.
The second method, Inverse Kinematics (often shorten to IK), refers to a way
of calculating a joint chain to determine a chosen position and vector of the end
point or a gizmo. IK can be viewed as reversed FK. This principle is predominantly
used in animation and robotics, where the solution is subordinate to demanded
effect - hand grabbing a tool at a specific position, robotic arm milling a surface at
pre-defined coordinates and orientation. The given variable is thus the final
constellation of the end of the chain. The in between steps are secondary and it is a
goal of the IK solver to figure out their parameters to achieve the result.
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Fig. 2.8

Inverse kinematics begin with target direction and derive individual angles accordingly. [Ming Yao]

Every joint in the chain has mathematically and physically defined constraints.
Its constitution defines its degrees of freedom (DOF). In mechanics it's understood as
how many independent parameters are necessary to define joint's configuration. For
example a train car has only one degree of freedom due to the connection with the
constraining railway tracks. The only parameter that can be controlled in this case is
the distance along the tracks. Another example is a computer curser. It disposes only
two DOF, x and y translation, which is interpolated from controller's motion on the
mouse pad. Despite that the mouse itself has a several more DOF, only the two
would affect the final configuration of curser on the screen.
Articulated industrial robots usually feature 6 rotary joints, but it ranges
anywhere between 2 and 10 joints, which gives robot a proportional number of DOF.
As low as 6 degrees of freedom would allow robot to locate and orient its tip of end
effector to any oriented plane within its field (space) of reach. Any additional DOF
above 6 creates redundancies that can be used for generating sets of optional
configurations.
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Fig. 2.9 Articulated industrial robots have commonly 6 rotary joints. Every joint gives the robot one degree of
freedom. This scheme displays rotational axis and the respective part's rotation.

Inverse kinematic solver's goal is to deliver the full range of possible solutions
to help the system to find the most efficient path and to avoid collisions.
Consequently, there is a semi-linear dependence of number of DOF and level of
computational complexity, the more joints you have the more calculation time would
be necessary to finish the task.
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2.5 Building a solver
The goal of an inverse kinematic solver is to give robot instructions on how
and when to trigger its servos (actuators) at specific times to achieve digitally defined
positions or paths of the end effector in a highly controlled way. To build such
computational mechanism that would enable digital control of a robot and moreover
that would manage the designed digital geometries and translate them into
understandable definitions for robot's hierarchical information system requires
understanding of coding, computer logics and mainly kinematic principles. Thorough
comprehension of the machine itself is a must.
2.5.1 Fanuc M-710iC/50
College of Architecture at TTU owns a medium-high payload, highperformance industrial arm. This 6-axis type of FANUC is more common in
automotive industry and other industrial applications than in relation to design and
architectural fabrication. There are two more instances of this robotic brand in the
list of RobArch institutions (University of McGill, Quebec, Canada and Bezalel
Academy of Arts and Design, Jeruzalem, Israel).
This particular model of Fanuc is designed for exceptionally high speed 14,
13F

great reliability and flexibility. Flexibility is demonstrated by robots wide range of
envelope, which makes it one of the biggest mobility fields in its class (Fig.3-6).
Certain advantage of M-710iC/50 is its payload range - it is capable of lifting up to 50
kg, respectively 15 kg payload on J3 casting.
There are six joints in the Fanuc m710iC50, all of which are rotary type. The
entire mechanical system has then 6 DOF. Each joint represents a specific rotation at

14

J1 - J3: 175 deg/s, J4-J5: 250 deg/s, J6: 355 deg/s; Introduction list for M-710iC™Series, Fanuc

Robotics
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a pre-defined point. Compound motion is achieved through varying rotation
parameters over the joints.
Robot is operated through the main controller unit, which also supplies
electricity to power the actuators (electrical servos). Manipulators are standard - two
parts, main body, and end effector. The end effector can be mounted with various
tools for the convenience of the given task. For the comfort of use a teach pendant is
available, that allows user to manually control the robot or to launch specific tasks
that get to be pre-loaded into the controller.

Fig. 2.10 M-710iC/50 mobility range [source: Introduction list for M-710iC™Series, Fanuc Robotics]

Fig. 2.11 Fanuc teach pendant designed for easy control tasks of the robot.
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2.5.2 Geometrical simplifications
Understanding robot's geometry is vital for a software development, because
parameters such as dimensions, reach limits or joint acceleration must be considered
for a correct functionality. Fanuc M-710iC/50 in schematic layout contains a few
redundancies that are better to be recognized early to simplify future calculations.

Fig. 2.12 Fanuc M-710iC/50 in schematic layout. Simplification removes parallel links that do not affect the
geometry's dependencies.

For instance a link between J2 and J3 (Fig. 3-10) is extended to a side, but as
the extensions line up exactly with adjacent rotational axis, they do not participate in
the calculation. Similar case is the situation of segments between J1 and J2. J1 is a
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twisting joint and therefore J2 will travel on a circle with its center on a vertical line
going through J1 and radius of proximity between this vertical axis (J1 axis) and J2.
Further simplifications can be also done, but have to be treated with higher attention
because they don't have as simple characteristics as the first two cases. Joint J3
rotates all the forthcoming joints of the robot - J4, J5 and J6.

Fig. 2.13 Simplification scheme. Colors represent segments that are affected by respective joint.

These three final joints can be understood as being located in one point,
which will be explained later. As you can see in the figure 3-12 the simplified "arm"
targets the Joint 5. This preposition would be correct if the joint J5 haven't had a link
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J4-J5 aligned to its axis, so any transformation done at this joint starts from a basic
position of the original link J4 and J5.
2.5.3 Solver concept
Kinetic solvers usually use matrix of equation to calculate robots motion.
There are a few ways to achieve the result, for example the Jacobian principle, which
uses matrix of partial derivates of the system, Cyclic Coordinate Descent, which is a
non-derivative optimization algorithm. 15 The solver that is presented in this thesis
14F

utilizes rather trivial principal of geometrical solution, for which the space
comprehension is far more essential than mathematical perspective, although they
significantly intersect. The main division of the calculation starts with dividing the
calculations into "body" (J1-J3) and "wrist" (J4-J6).

Fig. 2.14 J2-J3 Coplanarity

Step 1 exploits the fact that J2 and J3 are coplanar rotations, thus the result of
both remains in one plane. J1 is the only twisting or “ground” (XY plane) rotation,
which means it has to point from the base to the target. J1 rotates common rotation
15

Coordinate Descent Algorithms, Stephen J. Wright, Mathematical Programming
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plane of J2 and J3. First step of calculation takes the robot to a position where there’s
a |J5 - J6| (respectively |J5 - end effector tip|) distance between the target and the
J5 joint.

Fig. 2.15 Two separate steps of kinetic calculation.

J4 through J6 represent the orientation on the target, Step 2. The body joins
can reach the location (with a tip of J4-J5), but if there’s a need for a specific vector,
J5 and J6 have to utilized. Although the rotation of both does not happen at one spot,
their axis have a mutual intersection and therefore it can be viewed as a spherical
rotation. J4, J5 and J6 take care of the actual orientation of the target vector, in other
words it reaches the target from Step1 position to the actual location of the target
and it orients the tool plane accordingly.
Further simplifying the robot’s structure through geometric relations allows
for bringing all transformations of last 3 joints (j4, j5 and j6) to a single location. For
an example take j4, although the rotation is displayed at a marked spot the same
rotation occurs along the adjacent segment, respectively along the axis of rotation,
until the end of the arm. Same happens with joint j5 an j6, the parameter is the same
along the entire axis, therefore as these three joints share one common intersection
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of axis, we may look at their transformation as if it was being executed in one spot j5. In some cases joints J4 and J6 may share a common transformation axis, which
leads to an existence of infinite solutions for a situation when they’re aligned. This is
called singularity and it causes problems in the solver calculations. (Fig. 3-16, bottom
most picture)

Fig. 2.16 J4-J6 simplification. Last 4 joints have a common intersection point of rotation axis, therefore they
can be viewed as being executed at one location because of the simplicity.
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Joint setup of this particular Fanuc robot generates always a set of 8 solutions
(not always feasible), that are based on the way robot's structure is designed.

Fig. 2.17 8 available solutions for one oriented plane in the 3 dimensional space.

Three robot's joints have two characteristic geometrical modes derived from inverse
set ups. Take an example of J1, which can be rotated either facing the front side or
back side. In case J1 rotates to the backside, the remaining joints adjust accordingly
in order to arrive to desired destination. (Fig. 3-15) Altogether there are 8 solutions
that are a result of mathematical combinatorics. Optional solutions are indispensable
for collision avoidance and path efficiency.

Fig. 2.18 Avoiding collisions through the use of optional joint configurations
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1. Collision avoidance. One of the benefits of various joint configuration is
obstacle avoidance. There’s a good chance that one of the potential 8 solutions may
miss the interfereing object. Solvers iterate between solution range to find free
passage through potential obstacles.
2. Motion smoothness. Efficiency and coherence of the robot’s motion is also
one of important factors, that influence the choice of joint configuration. Result that
involves less turning is optimal.
Usual situation for the kinetic solver requires the end effector to orient onto a
plane in the space. This means, that specific revolution of the tip of the end effector
is must. If the target is represented by a vector in space (drilling bit of the end
effector), then infinite number of joint configurations exists due to the joint J6
transformation. Although one condition must be fulfilled to have a radius of options the end-effector must be bend. Straight shaped end-effector that lines up perfectly
with the revolution axis of j6 disables its functionality, therefore offering basic 8
solutions for the specific target. See figure 3-16 to understand the influence of a
bend effector in comparison to a straight one.
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Fig. 2.19 Straight versus Bent tool

End-effector is defined by its tool frame, which is a XYZ plane coordinate
definition. Z axis lines up with the target vector and axis x and y align accordingly. The
x nor the y affect the target vector, thus their reposition does not interfere with the
effector result.
Reorienting the XY is used for generating a range of possible solutions that
can be used for avoiding collisions and singularities.
In an ideal case the range of solutuins is infinite, it can be represented by a
circle drawn by the mounting part of the end-effector. Geometrically a circle can be
subdivided literally endlessly.
In case of drilling bit as an effector a given effector can be freely re-oriented
around Z. Length of the segment parallel with axis of rotation won’t affect result.
Decreasing angle sizes down the radius of options, which leads to tighter solution
range. Bigger angle means bigger radius of options. Increased y segment size causes
the radius of options to grow.
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2.5.4 Calculations
The essential objective of calculations is to figure out corresponding rotations
that has to be set up on each joint to deliver a desired pose of the robotic arm. Each
joint rotates in specific plane and has an initial pose from which the final state is
derived. Consequently, each joint influences all consecutive joints and the preceding
configuration has to be taking in account.
The below shown calculation is partially based on geometrical relations,
which is the main inspiration and principal behind a proposed code. On the contrary
to these simplistic equations, the contemporary way of solving robot’s kinematics
typically involves transformation matrixies, complex calculations, that are not as
visually pleasing.

Fig. 2.20 For the STEP 1 a simple quadratic equation is used to define two possible output values
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Fig. 2.21 Geometrical scheme of calculations. In the first picture the end effector's position is determined first
and then the main body of the manipulator is calculated.
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Fig. 2.22 Step related manipulators

It was mentioned that the first step calculates parameters of J1-J3, the main
body. Joint J1 is the only xy-plane transformation joint. J1 is followed by two other
joints (J2, J3), that deliver mutually coplanar rotations. This fact leads to an idea that
targets for the first 3 joints are always located in a rotated xz plane (vertical plane)
and the rotation is determined by J1.
Nevertheless to trace down the J1 rotations. One has to determine the
required orientation of the tool (end effector). End effector is aligns perpendicularly
to the sole input, which is the target plane. (Fig. 3-18) From the target plane and
dimensions of the tool one can calculate position of J5 (theoretically J4, J5, J6,
because they all intersect in this position according to Fig. 3-14). After this step not
only J5 is uncovered, but also J6 (if the tool is not symmetrical or the tool is a drill,
then J6 can be freely rotated) and J4. Note that only the position of these joints was
accessed, not the actual rotations of a joint, that is computed later when we have
body joints evaluated.
With the location of J5 one can finally establish a direction of rotated plane of
main body, in other words parameter for J1. This number is extracted as an angle
between original flat projection of link between J1 - J5 and link between J1 and
immediate position of J5.
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Next step will clarify joints 2 and 3 as now we know a plane in which they
must remain and the two bounding points in between we have to fold both segments
J1-J2 and J2-J3. See equation and scheme at Fig. 3-19. Geometrical view of this
matter is an intersection of two circles lying in vertical plane defined by J1 rotation.
Unless both joints are fully stretched, there is always going to be two resulting
parameters that are symmetrical about link J2-J5 (Fig. 3-15, 8 available options).

Fig. 2.23 Grasshopper definition solving the IK. Shown custom components enclose more sophisticated
progression of procedures.

As soon as the visual demonstration of target constellation is solved, one can focus
on calculating the "real variables", the joint rotations. In the case of this thesis J2 and
J3 go first (J1 is already sorted out). As they both land in the same plane it can be
approached as a planar calculation. One have to consider preceding segment of robot
to as a relation to original vector and compute an angle between new vector using
trigonometric functions. Emphasis is placed on correct conception of an angle,
because robot does not accept negative angles, hence the angles are quantified as
measured Pi ratio and then compared.
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Fig. 2.24 Resulting animation of milling process based on data from the IK solver
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J4-J6 refer to already solved joints for a base and utilize them as a guideline.
Position and orientation of the tip of J3 arm, main body tip (J5 position), is set to be
main reference. Joints are calculated separately to retrieve an angle as a planar
operation relative to the main body tip.
The entire collection of angles has to be then reinserted in the system to
verify correctness of the procedure. If this demonstration works out well, angles may
be supplied to the robot to execute a desired operation.
2.5.5 Multiple solutions
A hint was given earlier in the text, that there may exist multitude of optional
configurations that recreate the same target gesture. In most cases 8 solutions exist
to one task (Fig. 3-17).

Fig. 2.25 3 alternatives to one assignment
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Nevertheless whenever the assignment is simplified into a target vector
instead of target plane one can use this actuality to find more than 8 comparable
cases. Refer back to the tool comparison in figure 3-17. Possible applications besides
drilling could be welding, plasma cutting, 3D extruding, etc. In all these cases there is
an effector that carries out only a vector like application, where the orientation at
thisidentifying vector is irrelevant for the task. See the figure 3-17, in these cases the
tool tip can be rotated about and the resulting circle defines the multitude of
possible solutions.
This fact is again frequently used in path optimization and also in collision
prevention. Figure 3-24 pictures such two options for one target. Black arm
symbolizes primary output and the red arm shows an alternative configuration. At
the same time there may coexist infinity of alternatives due to end-effector rotation.
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Fig. 2.26 Multitude of solutions due to a possibility to rotate end effector about target vector.

2.6 Panel forming code
Doubly curve geometry has to be first rationalized to achieve reasonable level
of curvature. Doubly curved panels are problematic to make out of standardized
materials (sheets) unless it is a ruled surface, that could be unrolled. If there’s a
surface that has a common edge with the stock material, that is stretchable, then the
material could be formed through a cold-pressing.
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Fig. 2.27 Paneling of a desired geometry results in various shapes, some of them are flat panels, some are bent
and the rest is doubly curve panels.

In order to create such surface, its geometry has to be broken down and analyzed. An
extension that is going to maintain the edge curvatures is necessary to preserve
current shape of the product. Extension is adjusted in a way, that the final geometry
its bound in a flat edge. It is very important to carefully handle the subsequent
curvatures, any deviations or simplification may damage the design. If all is kept, the
original panel remains intact only surrounded by excess material. Such state suggests
that a sheet material may be used for the fabrication as long as the material is
ductile. Ductile materials are for instance metals.

Fig. 2.28 Extending desired surface into a panel with a flat edge
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Fig. 2.29 Robotic manipulation of the sheet panel geometry.

Panel surface must be analyzed and specific data retrieved for robotic tool
paths. Robot presses the surface at pre-defined positions to achieve the final shape.
Careful study is required to determine most efficient procedure for the robotic arm
to manipulate the surface into desired form.
Analysis focuses on greatest amplitudes of curvature and on quantity of
curved space cumulated in tight regions. The idea is to shape the extremes first,
because as you press a spot with a round tool a surrounding surface deforms along in
geometrically dependent way, which leads to semi-ready surfaces that with
proceeding steps reduce the amount of work required for finishing the task. At the
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beginning the hardest deformations take place, while at the end of the process only
detail touches are executed.
Figure 3.30 describes analysis steps beginning from the top left corner
descending and the following in the top right corner.

Fig. 2.30 Surface analysis for tool path generation

Attention is given to height levels of the surface, that help to determine regions
under the sheet and above. Greater consideration is given to positive and negative
curvatures. That will influence from which side is the surface going to have to be
pressured to achieve specified shape. Greater accumulations of curvatures are also
evaluated and a thought is given to their significance. All these data are then brought
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together and re-evaluated. The resulting compound generates a tooling path for
robotic pressing.

2.7 Physical testing
Several physical tests were conducted to figure out the range of functionality
of the robot. Beginning with the manual control of the robot a teach pendant was
used. The teach pendant allows user to control x,y,z position of the target. The joint
configuration is calculated by the inside kinetic solver. Teach pendant also allows to
launch and monitor pre-programmed operations.

Fig. 2.31 Simple static code that draws a geometry similar to a "heart"

Next step was to test out static codes that introduced first digitally designed
geometry to run on the robot. Besides dry running a trial with installed diode was
captured on camera with long exposition to record motion's shape. A problem was
encountered during this investigative phase - over-travel of robot's joints, which
could not be controlled in the teach pendant and in a very limited way in the
computer, because the robot has its kinetic solver that is superior to pre60
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programmed code. Over-travel means that the robot has moved beyond a hardware
limit switch on the axes. 16 Basically it means that robot has unexpectedly spun too
15F

much and got out of its rotation range. This error is one of the reasons to have
functional IK solver with pre-defined angle restrictions.
Last part of testing dealt with the actual proposal for doubly curved panels
fabrication. For the purpose of study a simple model was devised, a model that
mimicked the essence of panel fabrication principle.
A flexible material was chosen to replace metal meshes as they were too rigid
for initial testing. The replacement ended up being an aluminum screen roll, which
posed a promise of hard, but yet flexible material. The end effector had to be made
out of lasting material and with one specific properties - it had to be round at the tip
to make sure, that no damage would be caused.
In order to hold the screen in the place a simple layering frame was
manufactured and screen was embedded into the frame by use of a groove and
inserted rubber band. By sliding the rubber in, some tension was produced and
increased by clamping the adjacent wooden frames.
The program was generated based on the surface design and then run on the
robot on a few different height level, that helped to determine the closeness of the
end effector and the material's surface. At the first touches of the highest level,
surface has slightly stretched having a consequence of small, but permanent
deformation. With the next step the surface has ripped out of the surface at one
edge. Most likely the edges were too sharp for such delicate matter and when
pressed properly the surface ripped off even more.
After these more or less satisfactory results another frame was built and same
procedure has repeated, but the output has not changed, the surface tore at the
groove after harder pressure.
16
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The issues are attributed to the framing technique that was not able to
deliver stable compound, which would last the pressure. Further experiments had to
be skipped due to a tight time schedule, but it is projected, that the expanded mesh
would behave differently than an aluminum net. I suppose that mainly it would be
less fragile and therefore it could sustain larger deforming forces.

Fig. 2.32 Fixing up a frame that secures stable position of the metal membrane.

A question remains. Would robot be strong enough to form desired shapes?
According to the specifications provided by the manufacturer, robot is fit to carry out
around 500 N.

Fig. 2.33 End Effector build for pressing surfaces
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CHAPTER 3
SUSTAINABILITY
3.1 Population evolution
Current state of our planet's inhabitation (7 324 780 000 by June 2015) is
projected to keep on growing even beyond the year 2100 as a study from September
2014 suggests 17. A decade old forecast of United Nations Population Division
16F

concluded, that world's population would stop expanding in the second half of the
21st century and that it would end up fluctuating around 9 billion people. It was
originally thought that fertility 18 is a self-controlling system.
17F

Fig. 3.1 World Population Cartogram, TeaBranks, 2nd Edition, 1/12/15, the diagram shows countries size
based on their inhabitation instead of geographical territory

17

George, Alivson. 'Population Expert: There Could Be 11 Billion People On The Planet'. New Scientist

210.2806 (2011): 27. Web.
18

the number of children the average woman bears in her lifetime
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Fig. 3.2

Population development, projected range of possible scenarios

By summing up the experience from Asia and Latin America, where the
fertility has gone down in 3-4 decades after countries acquired better health-care
and sanitation, UN assumed a similar scenario in Central and Southern Africa, but the
statistical data showed differently.

Fig. 3.3

Poverty levels in years 1990, 2010, 2030

The decrease in fertility in some African countries did not slow down as it was
expected, on the contrary the records about birth must have been increased due to
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recent surveillance, which deduced a quarter child more per mother then before.
Such a mistake in statistics might not seem dramatic today, but by 2100 it would
cause Africa to have 600 million more people than in the initial projections.
Africa, Middle East, Latin America, China, India, they all inherit their lifequality standards from EU and North America, therefore there's a growing demand
on mass production. Most of these developing countries are still at the very
beginning of the global material consumption rise 19. Take China as an example, their
18F

massive construction boom in last couple of years has broken all records. China has
produced more cement in 3 years (2011-2013, 6.6 giga-tons) then USA in the entire
20th century (4.5 giga-tons). If this was a precedent to be followed by the currently
booming countries such as India or Nigeria, we wouldn't be able to produce enough
to satisfy this claim.

Fig. 3.4

Quantitative and percentile evaluation of poverty, 1959 - 2013

There is a couple of uncertain variables in the predictions, that might still mix
up the pool of possibilities and bring about new results. For instance the education,
19

Václav Smil, Making the Modern World (gatesnotes, interview), https://youtu.be/xi7O9pmM_A0
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respectively education of young women proved to be important factor influencing
total number of birth 20 as well as birth policies in most inhabited countries in the
19F

world, such as China or India. Even adding 2 billion to current 7,3 in roughly 40 years
will generate worldwide tension that is going to strike the entire spectrum of human
endeavor and environment. There is a list of clear and logical impacts that stem out
of the further expansion of mankind, such as hunger, poverty, social instability,
overcrowding, pollution and many more. Although the overpopulation is not the sole
reason, it is one of the main causes and any of the consequences mentioned above
could set out a baseline for the future development of human enterprise. Even today
one can easily identify how the threat of uncertain future is already affecting
industry, business, politics or education. Architecture is no exception.
Urban planning is going to gain more importance to house increased number
of people in Africa and through migration in the rest of the World. The focus will have
to fall also on efficiency of building processes, materials and sustainability of their
use. The natural resources are limited and more production also means more waste.
Polluting the land with unrecyclable waste has a similar effect as uncontrolled urban
growth - the devastation of the landscape.
Profit and welfare today must not jeopardize future of our descendants.
Sustainability not only defends the rights of next generations, but when it is broken
down to shorter periods of time, it can directly influence business and market now.
Acting carelessly through maximizing earnings in the present kills the prospective
incomes, therefore performing moderately today enhances the chance of similar
benefit tomorrow.

20
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3.2 Material stereotype
Despite the eminent evolution in building materials and vigorous research in
material science, there is still an unbeatable ruler when it comes to building.
Concrete dominates the construction market by far over the other conventional
building materials. Concrete is a material composite that consists of an aggregate and
a binder. Aggregate is usually gravel or sand, most common binder is Portland
cement and water. The main reasons for concrete to be as successful as it became
are its durability, local sourcing, semi-recyclability, processability and thermal mass
properties.
Nevertheless when challenged with sustainability, common concrete still does
not proof to be entirely "green". Environmental impact of a construction material
weights through all stages in the life of the material (production, construction, life
cycle, demolition). Today concrete cannot offer either biodegradability nor
environmental friendliness. The major problem is the massive volume produced
annually (2.35 billion tons). We make a cubic meter of concrete per person every
year.
When broken down into its parts, concrete does not seem as threatening,
because it mostly comprises natural materials like water, gravel or limestone. Only
problematic ingredient is cement. Cement manufacturing produces about 5% of
global CO2 emissions generated by human activity, and 3% of global emissions of all
greenhouse gases 21. Each ton of Portland Cement releases on average 0.5 ton of
20F

CO2. It sounds like a rather insignificant number, but for a single material?
Cement is made by heating limestone, or some other calcium-rich material,
with a silica-rich material to 1500 degrees Celsius to form “clinker.” 22 Such
21F
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“Concrete” Evidence That World’s Most-Used Construction Material Can Be Made Greener, By:

Carol Mosley, November 2nd, 2014
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manufacturing method drains 3GJ of energy per 1 ton of cement, which is an
equivalent of 100 kg of hard coal.
Providing an alternative for dominating position of concrete is essential for
the sustainable development of our future.

3.3 Hilbertz: Biorock
In 1976 an innovative architect Wolf Hilbertz started a research based on his
proposal, that natural processes that form oceanic reefs could be artificially
reproduced in the construction industry to achieve a feasible and strong building
material with capability of custom forming and self-repairing. His vision of
sustainable material that literally grows to desired shapes was tested at University of
Graz and University of Texas in Austin, where he worked as a professor, and
generated valuable output. Results of his team has motivated great success in the
field of natural reef's restoration, but the architectural application of his invention
has been abandoned half way as Professor Hilbertz died and his company continued
developing only their reef-restoration branch.
3.3.1 Natural processes
First one to notice, that by running an electrolysis of seawater one can
generate solid minerals, was Michael Faraday. He originally did not identify this effect
as beneficial, but later a purpose was found in sheath protection of boats or cathodic
protection (CP) of metals. CP helps to prevent corrosion in ferrous structures in saline
environment (seawater). Humphrey Davy was the pioneer, that started using
oxidative corrosion of copper plates to protect ships and wood from boring
organisms. This principal remained active even until today and it is still used to
protect underwater steal structures such as oil rigs, ships, pipelines or bridges.
Protection happens on a electro-chemical level - electrolysis uses difference in
voltage potentials of anode and cathode or it is driven by actively impressed
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electrical current of a power supply. By both means the anode dissolves away in a
chemical reaction (oxidation) and on the contrary cathode remains protected. The
reaction taking place at and around the anode, as stated before, can trigger mineral
accretion. Electrodeposited minerals layer on the cathode, but the cathode itself
remains intact, therefore marine technology meant for shielding is always plugged in
as cathode and a sacrificial metal anode is put close to maintain current flow.
CP is a common natural process. Natural CP protects for example sunk
precious metals from rusting, because of the difference in electromotive potential
among nearby lower-grade metals. Such encounter launches spontaneous
electrolysis, where the lower electromotive potential forces metal (copper, iron etc.)
to act as an anode, higher behave as cathodes (gold, silver etc.). Anode linearly
oxidizes until it is completely eliminated, then next lowest in electromotive series
takes the role of anode and the process repeats itself until there are no more metals
and at the end even the last remaining member corrodes. This instance of CP is used
in marine archeology. Deposition of minerals helps to protect historical artifacts or
golden treasure submerged in the sunk ship by layering minerals on metal surfaces.
This research paper focuses predominantly on artificial electrolysis of
seawater as a dominant power that enables electro-deposition of minerals, described
by Hilbertz in series of publications and articles in the second half of 20th century.
3.3.2 General electrolysis
When two metal electrodes are submerged in a basin filled with electrolyte
and a direct electrical current is established between them, specific chemical
reactions appear. This process is called electrolysis. A few basic conditions must be
fulfilled for a general electrolysis to function correctly.
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Fig. 3.5

Electrolysis scheme

Both electrodes and electrolyte must be made of conductive material,
otherwise electrical current wouldn't flow through the compound. Typical conductive
materials used as electrodes are various metals - zinc, iron, lead, copper, titanium.
Conductivity of an electrolyte is ensured by free ions (cations and anions) present in
the liquid. Ideal electrolyte consists of a salt-rich liquids, such as seawater.
Nevertheless all substances transfer electrical current, even human body conducts
due to presence of iodine, iron and various salts. Electrolyte conductivity depends on
a following factors: concentration, mobility of ions, valence of ions and
temperature. 23
22F

23

Conductivity Theory and Practice, Radiometer Analytical SAS, France, 2004-05B
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Fig. 3.6

Relationship between Concentration of Solution and Conductivity at 18deg C

The current is carried by electrons, thus the reason why the strong electrolyte
solutions conduct well is high numbers of anions and cations that migrate largely
independently under the influence of an electrical field. Current breaks away
electrons from the anode and takes it via a power supply to the cathode (direction of
the current flow), where electrons build a negative charge, which attracts positive
ions, respectively positive charge and anions, and thus triggers chemical reactions. As
a result of charge gathering oxidation takes place at the anode and reduction at the
cathode. Typical sign of running electrolysis are bubbles at both electrodes - oxygen
at the anode and hydrogen at the cathode.
3.3.3 Mineral electro-deposition
Electro-deposition as understood from above is a side-effect of electrolysis of
seawater. Minerals suspended in seawater are precipitated during an electrolytic
process onto conductive forms. This process is rather a re-direction of resources,
because there are no new chemicals stemming out of the reactions. Present
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substances in seawater (limestone, various salts, etc.) are broken down and rebuilt at
a different location (cathode), only in a concentrated state.

Fig. 3.7

Biorock growth example in oceanic environment

Hilbertz first noticed this procedure in marine organism. Seashells and similar
creatures that are encased in hard mineral material transform dissolved minerals,
especially limestone to build their shells or skeletons. Architecture-like looking
structures of shells inspired many works with their naturally efficient and
aesthetically pleasing geometries, but the production method and materiality was
not thoroughly examined until Professor Hilbertz formulated his hypothesis, that
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these processes could be replicated for purposes of sustainable building materials.

Fig. 3.8

Electrochemical reactions layout according to Wolf Hilbertz

Electro-deposition of extremely hard matter requires controlled conditions preferentially controlled current, which proved to be crucial for deposition of
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expected materials. The instated current must be very low for limestone in form of
Aragonite (CaCO3) to precipitate. From the entire spectrum of accreted solids,
Aragonite shows the greatest potential, because of its extreme hardness. This
carbonate mineral is meta-stable and tends to assume rather form of calcite, which is
other less desired form of limestone. Higher currents during electrolysis favor a
different mineral - Brucite (magnesium hydroxide), which on the contrary to
Aragonite features soft and brittle properties.

Fig. 3.9

Electrolysis voltage and related efficiency

Hilbertz tested that with right conditions one can grow a rock hard material
with paste of 1-2 cm per year that was tested to sustain up to 80 Newtons per square
millimeter (MPa), which can easily compete with traditional Portland Cement based
concrete (concrete M25 - 25N/square mm 24). From various experiments Hilbertz
23F

collected data and figured out that the best voltage for efficient growth is 1.23V (Fig.
4-8), which is about the lowest voltage for breaking water. Broken down water
triggers a chain of reactions as it produces hydrogen cations (H+) and oxygen gas at
cathode making the local environment acidic and oxidizing; hydroxyl anions (OH-)
along with molecule of hydrogen gas resulting in alkaline and reducing environment

24

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE CUBES, http://theconstructor.org
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around anode. 25 Both resulting ions participate in consecutive reactions that lead
24F

directly to precipitation of limestone or Brucite on the cathode depending on voltage
and pH. (see Fig. 4-7 for net reactions)

Fig. 3.10 Biorock materials grown at Ihuru, North Male Atoll, Maldives, photo by W.Hilbertz

Brucite (Mg(OH)2), white coral-like mineral, is essentially very similar to
Aragonite (CaCO3), but the main reason is that Brucite is structurally weak. Within
normal conditions of seawater Brucite cannot form solid minerals and when it is
deposited on the anode it usually flakes off. Natural pH of seawater does not
encourage Brucite precipitation as it needs very high pH, on the contrary as the
Brucite dissolves due to low pH of seawater, bicarbonate is converted to carbonate
and eventually reacts with calcium ions to create Aragonite. Therefore Brucite
accretion Consequently, leads to Aragonite deposits. However, due to flaking,
Aragonite formations does not have to necessarily be acquired on the cathode but
can be lying nearby. In order to form a vital solid around the cathode one has to

25

Marine Electrolysis for Building Materials and Environmental Restoration, Thomas J. Goreau,

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/48783
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control carefully both pH and current (voltage). The goal is to attract CaCO3
molecules to the cathode (negatively charged, because of the accumulated
electrons), so they can precipitate. In order to do that we need to make sure that the
particles (calcium ions) are positively charged (see Fig. 4-9). For CaCO3 this occurs at
pH lower than 9, for Mg(OH)2 at pH must not exceed 11. Consequently, pH must be
maintained constantly at lower levels than 11, or better under 9. 26 In oceans this is
25F

regulated naturally by constant exchange of electrolyte, in laboratory conditions it
needs to be adjusted artificially.

Fig. 3.11 From left to right - calculations of solid fractions of Aragonite, calcite and Brucite in seawater
depending on pH; amount of Mg(OH)2 depending on current density [Dk=A/m2], amount of CaCO3 depending
on current density [source: Corrosion Protection of Steel by Calcareous Electro-deposition in Seawater]

26

Corrosion Protection of Steel by Calcareous Electrodeposition in Seawater - Mechanism of

Electrodeposition; Kenichi Akamine and Isamu Kashiki, 2002, Zairyo-to-Kankyo, 51, 496-501
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The logics behind higher currents is that they speed up reaction rates, thus
intensifying electron exchange electrolytic reactions begin to favor rather hydroxyl
production, therefore precipitation of Brucite. In the Fig. 4-9 on the right side there
are two graphs showing the dependency of limestone and Brucite on current density
Dk. Limestone reaches its maximal deposition rate at Dk=0.5A/m2 and Brucite at
Dk=7A/m2. 27 Nevertheless when mineral deposition reaches the peak it starts
26F

exponentially decreasing and by 7 A/m2 limestone is completely replaced by Brucite.
While seeking the best configuration for maximum solid accretion, one has to
consider many variables (pH, current density, voltage, temperature, salinity,
electrode properties, etc.) and their precise setup to succeed. Natural systems has an
expected advantage before the artificial laboratory experiments - stable environment
under constant conditions. Although the values may not be ideal for the best ratios,
the results may give us general directions for procedural improvements.

3.4 Biorock experiments
On the verge of creating a sustainable composite of customized steel sheet
and natural mineral the above described characteristics and values were taken in
account and the main focus was given to an attempt of finding a configuration, that
would enable simple and yet effective accretion of limestone in a cheap and available
way. Consequently, an extensive reading had to be done to determine fitting
parameters that could be altered and tested for procedural improvements. Once the
parameters were listed and analyzed, emerging experiments have been then

27

Corrosion Protection of Steel by Calcareous Electrodeposition in Seawater - Mechanism of

Electrodeposition; Kenichi Akamine and Isamu Kashiki, 2002, Zairyo-to-Kankyo, 51, 496-501
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conducted in the Biochemistry lab of Professor Dr. Paul W. Pare at the Texas Tech
University 28.
27F

3.4.1 Parameters
1. High salinity induces faster reactions. It was observed that limestone grows
faster in saltier waters. Adding salts increases conductivity. Conductivity escalates at
reduced resistivity 29 as that is inverted to conductivity. Two together accelerate
28F

reaction speed due to increased ion movement. Simple prove brings comparison of
resistivity at 20deg C of liquids of varying salt concentration. Distilled water = 1.8*105
Ωm, drinking water = 2*101 to 2*103 Ωm, seawater = 2*10-1 Ωm 30.
29F

2. Temperature. If the temperature increases, conductivity increases along.
Additionally temperature strongly affects solubility of Brucite, which increases with
growing temperature, while calcium carbonate acts the opposite way - it dissolves
better in cold water, therefore limestone should precipitate in solid form better in
warmer waters. (coral reefs are also found in the areas of tropical oceans)
3. Low current densities. (current per section area) Higher current density
accelerates reaction rates of mineral Brucite (magnesium hydroxide), with constant
resistivity current is linearly proportional to voltage, thus lower voltage drains lower
current.
4. Material

28
29

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
resistivity (R) is calculated via ρ= R*A/L, where R is material's resistance, A is cross sectional area

and L is the length of conductor. resistivity means electrical resistance of a conductor of unit crosssectional area and unit length; Encyclopædia Britannica http://www.britannica.com/science/resistivity
30

Table of Electrical Resistivity and Conductivity; Anne Marie Helmenstine, Ph.D.;

http://chemistry.about.com/od/moleculescompounds/a/Table-Of-Electrical-Resistivity-AndConductivity.htm
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- electromotive potential, electromotive potential difference forces metals to
act as an anode and cathode. Similarly, to actively impressed currents this way could
be triggered electrolysis. Choice of materials can automatically stimulate growth,
although with minor effect.
- anode durability, also as the anode is consumed by the electrolytic process,
non-corrodible anodes are preferred, otherwise it must be replaced periodically.
- toxicity, there are usually biologically toxic ions released during dissolution
of some anodes, which could pose a threat for the environment. Avoiding highly toxic
materials, such as lead is imperative.
- shape and perforations, different electrodes were considered to be made
out of materials that are likely to coat better and faster. Conductivity equations
served as a partial background for this choice.
5. Sediments. For electro-deposition of limestone is crucial to have limestone
present in the system. Electrolysis only decomposes limestone and re-forms it on the
cathode, thus missing limestone in the solution would prevent deposition entirely.
6. pH, higher pH increases hydroxyl ion concentrations, that leads to gain of
structurally weak Brucite Mg (OH)2. In oceanic pH (ranging between 7.5 and 8.4)
Brucite disintegrates as it ages, which induces transformation into Aragonite.
7. Supersaturation. 31 Supersaturated seawater tends to naturally precipitate
30F

limestone, respectively metastable Aragonite, hence such case can improve chances
of limestone accretion. Conditions allowing supersaturation may be elevated
temperature, higher pressure, etc.
8. Conditions, Hilbertz in his experiments worked usually in both natural and
artificial conditions, therefore gaining comparable outcome. This thesis works strictly

31

Supersaturation is a state of a solution that contains more of the dissolved material than could be

dissolved by the solvent under normal circumstances; Wikipedia.org;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supersaturation
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in laboratory environment to first explore the precedent's feasibility before entering
a practical application.
Equipment and required substances had to be prepared prior to experiment
was launched. Several calculations and consultations had to be made to minimize
potential issues.

Fig. 3.12 Initial laboratory/manufactory configuration proposal suitable for coating facade panels

3.4.2 Electrolysis preparation
Preparation for experiments included thorough analysis of conducted
research with an intention to continue with previously recorded data by Hilbertz's
team. Nevertheless some parameters required calculations and theoretical
background before launching.
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1. Voltage and current. According to Hilbertz the low current density is
responsible for slow deposition of limestone with greater strength than concrete.
There are several factors, that are responsible for this effect, some of which were
mentioned or explained above. Main requirement was to maintain low voltage to
keep low current. Most efficient voltage was established to be 1.23 V, which is the
lowest possible for "breaking water" (separating molecules into charged ions). Such
voltage can be easily provided by a common power supply available in chemistry
classes at high school or even an adjusted computer power supply can be utilized for
this task. Nevertheless these power supplies operate with physical constants. Besides
voltage range there is also current range, that the power supply can provide. Such
power supplies are capable of supplying chosen voltage and based on resistance 32, or
31F

better resistivity 33, of the instated circuit the current is drained. This principal is
32F

further explained by the Ohm's law 34, where the current is calculated as voltage
33F

divided by resistance.
The resistance needed for calculation of possible flowing currents during the
electrolysis was necessary to be determined before any device is plugged in, because
of possible damage done to the power supply in case limits were exceeded.
Resistance was first thought to be derived from the electrodes properties, but after a
few calculations with questionable results and several consultations at the College of
Electro-engineering this idea was reconsidered. In this case the electrodes could be
viewed as perfect conductors and the major responsible element is then the
electrolyte. Resistance of the electrolyte (seawater) is calculated by applying specific
32

resistance in electricity is property of an electric circuit or part of a circuit that transforms electric

energy into heat energy in opposing electric current. [Source: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.]
33

resistivity, electrical resistance of a conductor of unit cross-sectional area and unit length [Source:

Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.]
34

Ohm's law states that the current through a conductor between two points is directly proportional

to the potential difference across the two points. [Source: Wikipedia.org]
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equations for the given substance. Resistance depends directly on material's
resistivity and its length and cross-sectional area.
𝑅 =

𝜌∗𝐿
𝐴

2

Fig. 3.13 Resistance equation; resistance [R = Ω], resistivity [ρ = Ωm], length [L = m], area [A = m ]

Resistance in metals is easily determined, because required data - crosssection, length and resistivity are very clear and usually generally available, hence the
equation delivers quite accurate results. In case of seawater, the only pre-defined
parameter was seawater's resistance (or conductance, which is inverted value of
resistance). Different sources varied in estimated numbers. For the purpose of
calculations 0,2 Ωm was considered. The remaining two figures remained variables.
Both area and length have to be derived from a cell setup. Area in the case of
electrolyte stands for the surface of electrodes, in between which the electrical field
is established. Whenever electrodes tilt or vary in size or format, determining the
area requires differential equations and advanced knowledge in electro-engineering,
therefore this case was avoided - both anodes resembled a similar shape. The length
factor in this case means a distance between electrodes.

Fig. 3.14 Charts depict the major difference between effect of growing area and growing length on electrical
current draw according to resistance equation.

The goal was to find out, how would different values of essential variables
influence the final yield of electrical current. Each parameter was mapped out in
several variations to calculate how is affecting electrical current - see charts above
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and below. Additionally current was considered also as possibly varying parameter
due to limited power supply stock with means to generate voltage as low as 1 Volt.
The calculations modeled that current is linearly dependent on change of voltage
(Fig. 4-13 left). The same tendency was observed at area parameter, linear growth.
On the contrary the length showed to be exponentially proportional to current - with
increasing distance between anodes current decreases exponentially. This
phenomenon has been tested practically, by submerging electrodes plugged in a
electrical circuit with a constant voltage and while dragging electrodes closer
together the current was measured with ammeter. As the electrodes were nearing
each other current was growing up rapidly, further apart the change in amperage
was barely notable (change of tenths to hundreds of Amp).

Fig. 3.15 Chart on the left show influence of changing voltage on electrical current and on the right is
comparison of affects of length or area on current consumption.

On account of this calculation stronger relevance was given to the length
variable - very close proximities can cause accelerated current expansion, that can
possibly harm the electrical device.
The values used for computing were estimated from anticipated dimensions
of experiment basin and materials provided by local warehouse (expanded metal
mesh). Highlighted parameters which effect is traced in charts consider situations
where there are no other varying criterions. See Annex.1 for more detailed charts
with all the data.
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2. Electrolyte solution. Common seawater is generally very cheap material,
because it can purposed without charge. However, the place, where were the
experiments executed, does not have a regular access to seawater, therefore it had
to be mixed.
Standard procedure for mixing seawater is described in Standard Practice for
the Preparation of Substitute Ocean Water 35. Seawater consists mostly of water
34F

(96%). From salts dissolved in seawater dominates NaCl, commonly known as table
salt, second largest contributor to the seawater solution is Sodium Sulfate. Other
dissolved ions are listed below in a pie chart. (Fig. 4-14)

Fig. 3.16 Seawater composition; http://wamas.org/forums/topic/60421-magnesium-observations/

35

Designation: D 1141 – 98 (Reapproved 2003), ASTM International
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Fig. 3.17 Stock solution preparation. From left to right - pouring components into mix, careful measurement of
solid salt, magnetic mixing, measuring appropriate volumes

Mixing seawater requires various salts in a solid forms. Salts have to be accurately
weighted according to instructions in above mentioned paper. For simplification and
flexibility reasons the final substance is mixed from two Stock solutions. Limited
resources has lead to efficient planning of volumes necessary for running
experiments, therefore a flexible calculator (Microsoft Excel) was initiated, which was
capable of deducing exact amounts of salts and water, that has to be mixed up.
Some of the prescribed salts were not accessible at the Department of
Chemistry & Biochemistry, but it was only minor parts, therefore this shortage was
left omitted.

Fig. 3.18 Chemical laboratory - the environment

3. Laboratory equipment used. Common laboratory equipment was utilized
for individual chemical tasks; namely in non-ordered fashion: assorted chemical glass
containers, measuring cylinder, digital and analog scale, steel holders, stirring
machine, heater, plastic tubing, air pump, distilled water generator, litmus paper,
pipette, power supply, voltmeter, ammeter, assorted wires, crocodile clips, etc.
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4. Container. Despite the original large-scale plan, initially a series of small
scale experiments were launched to first verify the concept. For this purpose
perfectly sufficed small translucent plastic lids in a shape of open prism. (Fig.4-17)

Fig. 3.19 Experiment container dimensions

This container has approximate capacity of 400ml, during experiment only
350 ml of electrolyte was used to keep room for unexpected changes in volume
(water bubbling etc.).
5. Electrodes. Electrodes were precut on a band saw to fit the size of the
container, roughly 85mm x 55mm depending on the specific dimensions of the
expanded mesh. Two different mesh densities were used for the experiments (see
Fig. 4-18). The mesh material contains carbon steel produced from coil. Detailed
specification can be found under ASTM A1011.
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Fig. 3.20 Electrode dimensions, bottom left picture show electrode before electrolysis deployment, right image
depicts the state after procedure with deposited minerals on the electrode's surface

6. Deposited material recognition. Sophisticated X-Ray analysis was
conducted to determine approximate structure of electrolytic depositions. X-ray
Powder diffraction 36 is method that helps recognizing major components of given
35F

dried powdered material (see Fig. 4-19) through measurement of intensity of crystal
diffraction peaks of major contained compounds in the specimen.
7. Limestone. Limestone has to inserted into the system to have material that
can be deposited on electrodes. A industrial waste in a form of dried sludge was repurposed for this reason. This sludge consisted of 99% CaCO3.

36

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) is a rapid analytical technique primarily used for phase identification

of a crystalline material and can provide information on unit cell dimensions. The analyzed material is
finely ground, homogenized, and average bulk composition is determined;
http://serc.carleton.edu/research_education/geochemsheets/techniques/XRD.html
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Fig. 3.21 Preparation of XRD specimen

3.4.3 Experiment zero
The first experiment was launched on the 21st of April and the main mission
was to confirm a basic premise, that prepared components, substances and
equipment interconnected launches vital electrolysis.
Experiment zero was initialized in larger container than following experiments
did, because of increased conductivity potential of greater distance between
electrodes. A tall container (an old trash bin) was chosen for safety reasons in case of
sudden water splash and for more difficult approachability.
Experiment involved two mesh electrodes (lower mesh density, 3 by 4 holes)
and 1 liter of seawater and for instating current flow an old power supply was
connected. Power supply provided 3,3 V, which is higher voltage then ideal, but the
rule says that increased voltage increases current and thus it also speeds up
electrolytic reaction rate.
As soon as metal meshes connected with respective electrodes and touched
water surface a bubbling began. Bubbling functions as a simple proof of running
electrolysis. Bubbling on the cathodic side means release of Hydrogen (H2) molecules
and when bubbling appears at the anode it implies production of Oxygen (O2).
A minute later while the reaction was progressing electrolyte started to show
water coloring. Flow of rusty yellow color from anode towards cathode is another
sign of functioning chemical electrolytic process, suggesting that ferrous oxides were
released. Color change advanced over time into dark orange or moreover dark brown
and maroon with blue-green areas. The final stage of coloring resulted in rather dark
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green tints and dense, almost jelly-like volumes of substance. Subjectively evaluated the final solution looked very unhealthy.

Fig. 3.22 Experiment zero, color progression over time

The effect of running electrolysis did not take long to also affect state of
electrodes. While cathode displays thin layer of dark coating, the anode began to
dissolve until it got completely disintegrated. It took 3 days to consume the entire
mesh anode. The second anode lasted approximately the same period of time and so
after 6 days the operation was terminated.
General functionality was confirmed as the electrolysis demonstrably ran
through, although there was not much physical evidence of mineral accretion, rather
a thin film.
An insignificant outcome might have been a consequence of a mistake in first
batch of seawater, where Magnesium Chloride hexa-hydrate was accidently
substituted by Manganese Chloride tetra-hydrate. MnCl2 is also a salt that boosted
conductivity, but it couldn't react to form mineral Brucite. Possible chemical
outcomes were not further examined.
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3.4.4 Second round of trials
Next batch of experiment was launched by acquisition of 4 new power
supplies. First was a vintage Micronta 37, the second one was wide spectrum
36F

CSi/SPECO 38 and the last two were same pieces Acopian dual power supplies 39.
37F

38F

Although number of power supplies would suggest at least 7 parallelly running
experiments, no more than 5 ran at once.

Fig. 3.23 Power supplies, description from left to right: Micronta, CSi/Speco, far right image contains both
Acopian (right) and the modified pc power supply (left)

Experiments were numbered chronologically and experiment-by-experiment
distinct conditions have been applied to achieve rich spectrum of diversified
products.
Experiment 1 started with regular setup of clean seawater and 1.23V, but it
helped to measure predicted/calculated resistance of the electrolyte (above
described test of length influence on current consumption). The analogy was
empirically confirmed, but numerically results landed out of predicted numbers.
Measured resistance in electrolyte between electrodes displayed values from 1.6 to
2.1 Ω. Such discrepancy could have been caused by wrong perception of related area,
because in this case was area less than one trillionth of square meter. If the
estimated resistance was correct, the affected surface would have to be 0,015m2 that is area of a surface with dimensions 10 by 15 centimeters, the entire surface
37

Micronta DC Power Supply (cat no. 22-123), solid state, variable 0-24 VDC, 0-1 A

38

CSi/Speco DC Power Supply, 0-30 VDC, 0-5 A

39

Acopian K20D50 dual output regulated power supply 0-24V, 0-0.6A output
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without any incisions. This paradox is left unresolved, because a physical evaluation
can comfortably replace computational method and in the end the important factor
is quantity of drained electrical current.

Fig. 3.24 Resistance of electrical circuit was measured with a multi-meter

Next two experiments tested impact of limestone sediments (experiment 2)
and increased saturation of NaCl (experiment 3). Experiment 2 displayed promising
rise in cathodic deposition, but X-ray diffraction showed only increased levels of
Brucite, not Aragonite. Experiment 3 Similarly, like latter Experiment number 5
proved that rising levels of Sodium Chloride concentrations only support growth of
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mineral halite.

Fig. 3.25 Experiment 1, color change

Another two experiments were launched in following days after first three.
Experiment 4 has given high percentage of Brucite in the accreted material - 61.7%
against 38.3% of Magnetite. Innovation explored during this experiment was air
bubbling. A small pipe was submerged under the electrolyte surface and low
pressured air was brought in to elevate levels of dissolved CO2. Hypothesis behind
increasing CO2 concentration is to raise generation rates of carbonate ions (CO32−),
that directly participates in formation of limestone (CaCO3).

Fig. 3.26 XRD data output for the #5 experiment

Experiment 5 in statistical chart ranks the first in cathodic deposition, but the
majority of deposited material emerged that it is mainly halite precipitation, which is
logical conclusion of supersaturated solution of only NaCl salt (and salts present due
to water pollution).
Experiment 6 ran only one night with a purpose to verify feasibility of heating
device set underneath the plastic container. Tested value was 40°C. Due to its short
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period of operation it has not brought reliable results, otherwise accretion data are
very high compared to the rest of the tests.

Fig. 3.27 3 heaters/stirrers used for means of increasing electrolyte's temperature

3.4.5 Maintaining final experiments
The main motivating idea for laboratory experimentation was to improve
electrodeposited amounts of limestone. Hilbertz managed to grow 1-2 centimeters a
year through slow and gradual process of electrolysis, therefore original vision
included a few months of operation as the process seemed to only demonstrate
visible results in time. Nevertheless laboratory preparations and preceding
calculations took longer than it was thought, hence in the end the time schedule had
to be shortened - final experiments ran 3 weeks.

Fig. 3.28 The impact of electrolysis on various anodes, left and middle represent dissolution and right displays
oxidative accretion (rusting)

Deposition factors that were examined in the second round (air bubbling,
temperature, etc.) served as a base for additional testing. Proposed set included
doubly saturated seawater (experiment 7), air bubbling (experiment 8 and 11),
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increased voltage (experiment 9), heated electrolyte (experiment 7), high
temperature of electrolyte (experiment 10) and additional sludge (experiment 11).
Experiments ran most of the time without any supervision. Visits were
necessary every 3-5 days to replace dissolved anodes and to check the electrolyte
level. Whenever an anode completely disintegrated it usually fell off the power
supply chord and that has temporarily stopped reactions. A part of crocodile clip got
soaked once it accidentally fell into the solution after mesh have dissolved. At the
time it occurred nobody was around to lift it up, hence it has melted as well. Fastest
anode consumption pace displayed the experiment number 7 with four anodes used
and total anodic weight loss of 73.96g. The faster the anodes get disintegrated the
greater conductivity/reaction rate is implied. In the case of experiment 7 one can
assume that the reason why was high concentration of salts. Experiment 7 had twice
the amount of salts in the same water volume.
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Fig. 3.29 First five pictures depict running electrolysis of individual experiments, bottom right picture
illustrates presence of precipitated solid material outside of electrodes.

Electrolyte refilling went on with similar tempo as electrode replacing, but in
cases of raised temperature drying out has been happening significantly faster, which
has caused errors in results of experiment 10. Experiment 10 has dried out
completely every 2-3 days and without any attention electrolysis just stopped,
therefore collected data cannot be considered relevant. Regular refilling took every 3
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days and it required approximately 100 ml of distilled water, because DI water does
not influence the amount of salts dissolved. Nevertheless every second refilling
replenished also the salts, so instead of pouring in DI water, seawater or water with
respective salt concentration.
3.4.6 Experimentation aftermath
1. pH grows along with reactions and as an effect the environment is becoming
rather alkaline. An inevitable consequence of pH above 11 is suspended limestone or
even brucite deposition on electrode.
2. Temperature does not seem to have direct influence on accretion, although it
causes increased conductivity. This is to be re-evaluated, because of noted error.
3. Fast reaction rates cause rapid consumption of anodes, unless anodes are made of
durable material. More frequent maintenance is required.
4. Increased voltage speeds up chemical reactions and thus higher percentage of
anode volume gets dissolved. (ad. previous point) Boosting voltage also triggers
higher current flow, which is counter-productive for accretion of strong minerals.
5. Air bubbling brings slightly higher deposition than regular. Dissolving more CO2 in
electrolyte might be one of the key-factors for better deposition since carbon dioxide
partakes in production of carbonate ions.
7. Concentration of salts did not prove to have positive influence on accretion, but
reduced variety of salts to sole NaCl only increased deposition of halite. Various
compositions of salts remain to be investigated.
8. Shorter period of experiment shows to be better for larger accretions. The reason
may be full load of salts at the very beginning, although limestone is known to also
transform from brucite when it ages.
9. sludge amount in the solution may be also one of the positive factors for greater
electro-deposition. Amount of limestone is responsible for deposition potential.
Without limestone present in the electrolyte no accretion would pass.
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Fig. 3.30 Progress of individual experiments. In the 3rd row on the right is damaged crocodile clip. Bottom two
images show a completely dry experiment 10 and its solid mineral precipitation.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
4.1 Aftermath
Both parts of "Mass production of advanced geometries" have raised
questions and motivated valuable inquiries of related fields. The final compound
gives a broad overview of robotic manufacturing and sustainable material production
as well as detailed instructions for specific parts of the research. Generally it shall be
reconsider whether the chosen combination was truly tangible and whether the
major research direction would be developed more efficiently when separated.

4.2 Fulfilling goals
1. Developed software has to be further physically tested to achieve compact
solution for various situations and to adjust to physical conditions. As for now the
procedure is more theoretical and lacks rigorous laboratory proof.
Besides general testing experiments aiming at principle verification another
opportunity should be noted - the material consideration. As the metal materials
differ in their properties, the code should adapt to varying characteristics to take in
account their specific malleability, ductility and stress deforming. These features
would specify in more detail spectrum of potential options.
Perforations and diverse structural compositions could form another research
direction, that would help to find equilibrium between bearing capacity and
fabrication elasticity. This research has so far managed to address only two
alternatives (different mesh densities) and only in case of chemistry.
2. The theoretical part of this paper has been evolving during its development
as new sources has been coming up. Consequently, some latter facts could not be
integrated into the practical study. One of the examples was a "discovery" of
Corrosion Protection of Steel by Calcareous Electro-deposition in Seawater by Kenichi
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Akamine and Isamu Kashiki, which has closely depicted the relation of pH to the
electro-deposition. pH above certain levels do not stimulate accretion at all,
therefore careful control and measurement of pH during the experiment is vital for
the success. The best way to eliminate this issue is to keep a steady income of fresh
water, thus ideally submerge the anodes in a sea or at least have a seawater within
reach.
Another step up could have been made in material choice of anodes. Due to
an attempt to avoid toxic by-products of electrolysis originally suggested lead anodes
(Hilbertz, 1976) have been replaced by simple steel anodes. Deliberate prevention of
natural instance of electrolysis, which occurs whenever there are two metals in an
electrolyte (seawater) with different electromotive potential, brought an unexpected
issues. Steel anode seemed to be more reactive in given solution than Hilbertz's lead
anode. Resulting substance contained large amounts of ferrous compounds, that
competed with projected Calcium/Magnesium based reactions. This very oxidizing
output could have been avoided by deploying different anodes, for instance titanium
ones proved to be the most benefiting in a paper presented in a E-Journal 40 in June
39F

2010. Researchers conducted an experiment where they tested 3 materially different
anodes and their goal was to evaluate which one would produce the highest rate of
mineral accretion, hardness level of solid minerals (known from the ratio of Ca/Mg),
lowest anode decay rate, and the lowest oxide production. 41 Similar suggestions was
40 F

also found on Biorock.org in the FAQ section, where is stated that titanium anodes
with anti-corrosion coating was the best option so far.

40
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41

Study on Biorock® technique using three different anode materials (magnesium, aluminum, and

titanium); Neviaty P. Zamani, Ramadian Bachtiar, Hawis H. Madduppa, Jhoni Wahyu
Adi, Jeddah Isnul, Muhamad Iqbal, and Beginer Subhan; 2010
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Additionally to avoid high maintenance aspects of electrolysis, one can
suggest to reconsider a electrolyte-electrode ratio. In the case of this thesis electrode
occupied significant portion of each side of container, moreover electrodes were
placed considerable close to each other. Reducing dimensions against respective
surface area of container would generate more excessive "fuel" for the reactions.
Scaling the distance in between the electrodes would lower the current drained by
the circuit, which leads towards slower reactions (again less material consumption)
and stronger product.
Exceptionally sensitive factor was also time. Further investigation should take
place on periods of not less than 4-5 weeks to deposit feasible amounts of material
(limestone, Brucite). Greater volumes of accreted mineral minimize handling
mistakes and it produces more co-measurable results.
Electrolytic advantageousness of chosen conditions, such as air-bubbling, high
concentrations of salts and high-temperature should be also tested in greater
quantities to have relevant statistical data.

4.3 Opportunities
The robotically driven production of custom designed geometries means a
great promise for the future. Booming development of robotic fabrication can
completely reinstate the direction of architectural design. Design proposal can be
freed off the restraining boundaries of mass production, that is basing its course on
modular products and economic operation. Sooner or later the technology evolves
and earlier idea of manufactured series of building elements will change into
manufactured custom elements, which can lead to absolute design freedom and
therefore architectural novelty.
Materials similar to Biorock enhance the complexity of possible shapes
stemming out of robotic fabrication with the sustainability factors. Being able to
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unwittingly dispose expired technology without having to care about the impacts
reduces the burdens associated with common construction.

Fig. 4.1

Recycling Biorock panels by sinking them into the ocean. Sunk panels form coral reefs.
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